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Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on Amazon. Learn how. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Skip to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors.
Interior Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon
Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy
Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it
on, trade it in, give it a second life. How would you like to never have to worry again about being
stranded on the road? What if you could always turn the key without ever worrying the engine
would not start? Just like it was before! Finally there is a complete permanent solution to this
no-start problem! The core of GM Security Systems is the engine immobilizer. They are:. Due to
this simplicity, there are only 3 things that can fail â€” and each of them tends to last no more
than 7 years, often much less. If only ONE part of that system goes down, the car will either not
start or it will start but die in a matter of seconds. When the TDM gets the right input signal, it
produces an output signal that allows the engine to start. It is a key bypass. Its focus is on the
input signal â€” It only tricks the TDM into thinking the right key is in the lock cylinder. It is
partial. While GM kept focusing on the input signal as the years went by, they totally forgot
about the output signal. So â€” no matter the make and model of your GM car or the type of
security system, the output signal remained the same. Then begins the expensive parts
swapping game that empties wallets and lands perfectly good GM cars in the junkyard. I went
down this road myself â€” but fortunately I just kept having this nagging feelings in my gut
about the security system. After a lot of messing around with so called fixes and resistors, not
to mention shop bills, I purchased a Newrockies pro module. It was pretty easy to install. No
more waiting for 15 minutes for my car to start, No more hassles, No more excuses for being
late! It starts every time! Thanks Newrockies! And we provide prompt Technical Support if you
have any questions. An original replacement system, when available, is not only expensive, but
also bound to fail again; and any other solution that is built with commercial automotive
components can only be worse than the GM Security System itself. Plenty of our customers
come to us after trying other solutions and workarounds that consistently failed and left them
struck on the road again often hundreds of miles from home with a problem that nobody
understands. We have collected plenty of their testimonials and published some of them on our
website with their permission. Make no mistakes! No questions asked! We keep the risk on us!
And think that our modules are portable! The same bypass module works on all cars listed on
our website, so you can re-use it when you change your car. I am extremely pleased with all the
support I received. Service is a I wire in the module in my Tahoe and no success. The PRO
Module doesn't even turn on. I also check the vehicle battery to make sure it doesn't have low
voltage, it was Then I went ahead and checked all fuses personally, I had asked someone else
prior, bad plan. I found one 2 amp fuse blown, I now have power to the module and the vehicle
started! I will definitely order again from your company!! Tested it a few times to be sure, made
a few errands and drove back home â€” started every single time. I know you saved me a
bundle on what the shop or the dealer would have attempted next, based on others experiences.
Thanks again! Install the PRO Module, try it out for 30 days and, if you are not completely
satisfied, just let us know and we'll refund you in full. No question asked. Absolutely yes. The
first one has the chip in the metal part of the key, while the Passlock has the same system but
inside the lock cylinder and there is no chip in the key itself. Both systems work in a very
similar manner and, if your car is listed on our page, the PRO Module will definitely work on it
and bypass the system. Only basic tools will be needed. Small sockets, wire strippers,
screwdrivers etc. Detailed install instructions will be provided with the module. No, we bypass
much further down stream and will not change the normal physical operations of the vehicle.
No, that is one of the beauties of the Pro Module. It is specifically designed to work even on
dead or dying vehicles. It has been designed and engineered to withstand harsh temperatures
and elements. You can place your order online on this page. Just click on the big orange button
that says "Buy Now" and you will be taken to our Checkout Page. We accept PayPal and most
Credit Cards. We ship to addresses in the US, Canada and anywhere else in the world. We
process your order and ship your PRO Module within 24 hours. We ship Monday through Friday
with the exception of major Holidays. Install it. No conditions apply and no question asked. One
word says all. If your PRO Module ever fails, we'll ship you another one for free. And, as usual,

no conditions apply and no questions asked. A very special thank-you to Jim Sikorski aka
Jimbo , from East Amherst, NY, for his permission to publish his emails, his photos, and his
story! We were very happy to let Jimbo know right away that the Newrockies PRO Module would
indeed fix the problem, and informed him that if he placed his order right away, we would ship
him the module the next morning. Jimbo placed his order that night, on the expectation that
delivery would take days. On Wednesday he emailed us again to make sure that we had shipped
the product, and we sent him back the tracking information. On Thursday morning Jimbo
received the package. He was quite excited, and he made sure to let us know:. My wires in the
connector are as follows: A1- orange. A2- pink. A3- blue dk. B5-black white stripe. We quickly
realized that Jimbo might be stuck with some sort of custom setup, and responded to him that
same night:. Looks like in the police cars they might have shorted the starter enable relay so its
wire is not run to the TDM module. Make sure the original module is unplugged and remains
unplugged when you install our PRO module. Our module replaces the TDM. If this is the case,
installing at the ECM directly option 2 will work well. Again, make sure the TDM remains
unplugged. And we exchanged a couple more short emails that night, to help Jimbo nail down
some details. He wrote to us:. Some days later, Jimbo sent some pictures , as promised. They
are all here. Our Colorado had start up issues and we kept ignoring it; and then I got fed up, and
did some research. It was so random; yet, the truck would start after waiting 10 to 15 minutes
sounds familiar, I know. My husband had also read that eventually the vehicle will just not start
no matter what. So, I ordered the pro module and on November 1, , I had my nephew install it for
me. I am so happy with it! I no longer have to leave it running while putting gas in the truck
something I used to do. I no longer worry about the truck not starting for my daughter. That
alone is worth the world to me. We have had the module in the truck for over 7 months now and
it starts every time. I got my Ion back from the Chevy dealer after they replaced the ignition
under the recall. Not so fastâ€¦. It made it to the gas station and never started again. Nothing
would resurrect the car. The instructions were clear. Programming the PRO Module proceeded
exactly as described, the car started right up and is running perfectly! The PRO Module
absolutely works. We ship to addresses in the US, Canada and almost anywhere else in the
world. All shipments are done from our warehouses in the US or Canada. And you will not need
anything else. Yes, I want to save my car now! With a much better solution and a lifetime
warranty. DIY in 1 hour Just imagine the peace of mind. Why the PRO Module works and why it
is the only acceptable solution? When my security function in my car kept getting progressively
worse, my first thought was to trade it in and have someone else deal with the problem. Even
some GM dealerships are purchasing and installing our product and some of their trainers have
included the installation of our PRO Module in their internal training programs. Our client list is
all over the map , from the chills of Alaska and Yukon to the deserts of Arizona and Texas, to
Canada, Australia, Europe and even Africa. People of many trades are trusting us for their job:
Mailmen, Policemen, Taxi Drivers, Constructors and plenty others. Yes, we have several
Policemen in our customer base. This is how much we are trusted. Can be installed in 1 Hour!
Take advantage of our Limited Time Lower Price! Does it work on my car? My key doesn't have
a chip. Will the PRO Module work anyway? The security light is off, could my problem still be
security? How hard is it to install it and what tools do I need? Does the car have to be running
for the PRO Module to work? How reliable is the PRO Module? Do you ship internationally?
When will my order be shipped? What is your warranty? Time Runs Out! He was quite excited,
and he made sure to let us know: "thanx so much!!!!! Jimbo" Yes, the Newrockies team felt
pretty good after this! We think Jim was pretty happy, too. It will last forever and in any extreme
weather conditions. Total Peace of mind with no conditions applying Portable. It works on all
cars listed on this page, out of the box. When you change car you can take it off and install it on
your next one. Easy to install. You do the installation at absolutely no additional cost.
Eliminates complexity in the already over complicated electronics in your car. Your engine
issues will be much easier to diagnose and fix. No Risk , full refund for the part even after
installation and 30 days of use. Working great for a limited time. Lifetime depends on weather
conditions. Mostly made in China. Specific and programmed for the car you install it into. Once
programmed, it cannot be used on ANY other car. Must be installed by dealer or authorized
shop and programmed by the dealer. Labor is even more expensive than parts. Keeps
complexity and fragility when not needed. This only makes you more and more dependant from
dealers and car manufacturers. At your risk , no refund is given on the parts after installation.
Over 7 months now and it starts every time! Installation Instructions. Ad vertisements. In this
article, we consider the second-generation Toyota Tundra XK50 before a facelift, produced from
to Here you will find fuse box diagrams of Toyota Tundra , , , , , and , get information about the
location of the fuse panels inside the car, and learn about the assignment of each fuse fuse
layout. It is located under the dashboard remove the lid to access. How to check the fuses? How

to replace a blown fuse? Why do car fuses blow? Types of automotive fuses. Table of Contents.
Passenger Compartment Fuse Box. Engine Compartment Fuse Box. Learn more: How to check
the fuses? We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you
continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Back-up
lights, charging system, gauge and meters, turn signal lights, air conditioning system, seat
heaters, back window defogger. Instrument panel lights, glove box light, accessory meter, audio
system, rear view monitor, navigation system, rear seat entertainment system, gauges and
meters, air conditioning system. Accessory meter, audio system, rear seat entertainment
system, rear view monitor, navigation system, back-up lights, trailer lights back-up lights ,
multiplex communication system, power outlet, outside rear view mirror. Audio system, rear
view monitor, navigation system, rear seat entertainment system. Interior lights, personal lights,
vanity lights, engine switch light, foot light, accessory meter. Our Mission. Phone Customer
service will be happy to help you with your windshield needs. Thanks so much for your support.
Staff are also experienced handling insurance claims-we are here to help! Optical quality is very
important to reduce eye fatigue and depth perception. Quality glass will also produce a better fit
to reduce wind noise and water-leaks. Ace guarantees our workmanship against water leaks for
as long as the customers owns their vehicle. To provide the highest quality of repair and
replacement possible, each Ace Auto Glass service technician is trained and certified. Ace Auto
Glass has 9 locations in Hawaii and Guam. Being from the islands, the Ace staff is well versed
on the effects of salt air on your vehicle and steps to prevent rust. Each Technician is also
trained on the damaging effects of UV rays on the bonding adhesive and how to protect against
these bonding problems. This family-owned, three-generation Company, has been serving
Hawaii and Guam since and has flourished with the help of their dedicated employees.
Download Our Brochure. Founders Grace and Frank Tamaye, Find Your Location. Quality
Products High Quality Optical Glass Optical quality is very important to reduce eye fatigue and
depth perception. We Guarantee Our Products. Quality People Certified Technicians To provide
the highest quality of repair and replacement possible, each Ace Auto Glass service technician
is trained and certified. Our Technicians. Windshields: Ace carries only the best, highest quality
brands that provide the clearest optic quality that helps reduce eye fatigue, drowsiness, and
headaches related to driving long periods. These highly advanced safety systems require a
recalibration of the camera mounted to the glass in most cases. Ace Auto Glass is the only
statewide provider of calibration services. Only Certified Technicians using specialized
equipment should perform these calibrations. Not performing a recalibration of the camera or
performing it incorrectly can have disastrous results. Door and Back glass: Ace uses quality
parts that offer the best in fit and performance to reduce operational drag sticking and wind
noise. Quarter and Vent glass: Glass parts often come with pre-applied moldings that require
precise fits. Aces uses only high quality parts that are specially made to align with adjacent
parts for the best fit and appearance. This experience has created a team of technicians who
can solve many difficult repair and replacement problems. Laminated glass: Ace Auto Glass
custom cuts glass for boats, buses, food trucks, vint
mona lisa fast and furious
wiring diagram for well pressure switch
fuse global
age cars and more. Ace will stamp each glass with the proper required AS-1 laminated or AS-2
marking that is required for safety inspections and permits. Get a FREE repair quote! February
Ace Coupon. Enjoy savings on windshield replacement or chip repair. One offer per customer.
Please select one of the options below to let us know which side glass needs replacement.
Selecting the position will help get you a quote as quickly as possible. Please supply at least
two option days and times for your service. Ace Auto Glass will do our best to accommodate
your request. Thank you for understanding. Select An Option Older. Due to the variety of part
options, providing your VIN number is the best method to determine the correct glass for your
vehicle. Find your VIN on the driver's side dashboard looking from the outside,door jamb or
insurance card. Please let us know the best way to contact you with your free quote:. Phone
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